Telemetry Product Overview
Vehicle, Assets & Personnel Solutions
Why OmniFleetTrax?

How Are We Different

OmniFleetTrax is a software solution provider offering a collection of state of the art telemetry products customized to suit the unique needs of our customers. We connect businesses of all types with the information they need most to make everyday decisions. The OmniFleetTrax modular platform was created to meet the unique application needs for not only vehicle tracking, but personnel monitoring, asset tracking and building monitoring, all unified into a singular web-based portal. OmniFleetTrax has developed the most comprehensive solution in the industry. It integrates the transmission of vital data in real time to one platform to provide decision makers with the best available information.

New Technologies and Capabilities

The OmniFleetTrax platform is driven by the Internet of Things (IoT) hardware with varying data transmission methods all combined to be seamlessly integrated to the customer web portal. This data can also be combined with the customer’s existing hardware and software infrastructure allowing for the maximization of an existing system’s capabilities without the significant expense of new hardware or software and the related employee training. All of this results in a solution that meets our customers’ exact needs.
Integration & Customization

The OmniFleetTrax platform is designed for easy integration with your software & systems:

- Hardware integration for control and reporting of all vehicles and assets
- Custom coding for business and market specific analytics
- OmniFleetTrax application program interface for data import/export

Integration Examples

- Optimize just-in-time deliveries: For time sensitive goods
- Asset utilization: Minute to minute updates yield financial benefits
- Employee safety: Monitor/rate and correct with in-vehicle communication
- Reduce insurance premiums: With new data and analysis
- Reduce preventive maintenance costs: Enabled by in-use asset data
- Third party software integration
  - Dispatching system
  - Financial programs
  - Fuel card systems
  - Inventory databases
Vehicle Monitoring

State-of-the-art vehicle tracking solution providing users safer workforce management

- Cellular and Radio Connectivity. Shot Sound Detection.
- Vehicle Tracking
- Vehicle Maintenance and Diagnostics
- Lights and Siren Status
- Weapons Lockdown and Status
- 360 View Camera
- Fuel Monitoring
- Inventory and Status
Building Monitoring

State-of-the-art building monitoring solution providing users safer workforce management

- **Shot Detection and Alerts**
- **Employee Location**
- **Smoke Detection and Alerts**
- **Door Barricade Lockdown System Integration**
- **HVAC Monitoring and Control**
- **Door Open Alerts**
- **Multimedia Connectivity**
Personnel Monitoring

State-of-the-art personnel tracking solution providing users safer workforce management

Save precious time, Save precious lives

- Man Down
- Shot Sound Detection
- Officer Shot (Impact)
- Live Camera & IR Camera
- Altitude
- Emergency Alert
  (Panic Button or Volume Up/Down)
- Light level
- Tank levels
- Heart rate
- Dangerous gases
- Connected Holster
- Position
  (standing, laying down - front or back)
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